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Steinberg Cubase 
VST 5.0 for PC
Martin Walker examines the latest version of Cubase for the PC, and finds some
very significant improvements.
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released version
4.0 of  Cubase

VST for Mac back in
1998, PC owners
haven’t had too much
to gloat about.
However, two years
later this has all
changed with the
release of  Cubase 5.0,
which not only incorpo-
rates all of  the previ-
ously Mac-only
features, but also a host
more that Mac owners
are yet to enjoy. Now
whose turn is it to gloat
smug Mac owners?!

The most fundamental changes see all versions of
Cubase VST now supporting up to 24-bit/96k recording
and playback, and the old VST/24 has been replaced by
VST/32, which features an optional 32-bit floating-point
file format, providing almost unlimited headroom, and the
added carrot of  TrueTape recording – a simulation of
analogue tape saturation for added warmth and ‘balls’,
based on Magneto plug-in technology. VST/32 also
supports up to 128 audio channels compared with the 72
of  Cubase VST and Cubase Score, and offers the famous
Apogee UV22 dithering as part of  its new output section.

Other big changes for all three versions are an increase
in internal resolution to 15360ppqn, and the ability to
move the start of  any part or event with this accuracy,
(although a variety of  lower resolutions are still available
if  required). Midi timing should be greatly improved with
the inclusion of  the new LTB (Linear Time Base)
protocol. This is supported by Steinberg’s new Midex8
Midi interface to give sub-millisecond precision, and
should overcome any lingering doubts some producers
have had in the past about the tightness of  their grooves.

When you first launch Cubase 5.0, you immediately

notice the graphic
overhaul. The new
darker windows and
white text imbue VST
with a somewhat gothic
feel (or is that just my
overactive imagination?).
Steinberg has also taken
the opportunity to
perform a ‘spring clean’,
and has grouped the
functions more logically
into the various menus.
The old Audio menu has
now disappeared, and its
content is now partly
stored in the Audio
Setup section of  the
Options menu, while the

different mixers, inputs, and effect racks are more handily
grouped together in the new Panels menu. There are also
five comprehensive Preferences menus, so you can set up
VST in the way you like it, and there’s even five sizes of
Transport Bar to choose from!

Making Arrangements
The main Arrange page has a completely new graphic
engine which lets you zoom individual tracks in the
vertical direction. This is great when you want to work on
one track but still see the whole arrangement. The
contents of  audio parts still have options to show names
and/or waveforms as before, but Midi parts now display
notes as they do inside the Key editor – pitch displayed in
the vertical direction, length determined by duration, and
controller data beneath.

Two new track types appear for the first time on the
PC. Clicking on the Marker button at the top of  each
Arrange page adds an optional Marker track above the
ruler, and here you can use the standard tools to create
and name marker parts. You can name them as ‘Verse’,

An overview of  the new look, showing individually-zoomable
tracks, Folder Tracks, and the new Midi Track Mixer.
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‘Chorus’, and so on to annotate your songs, while a single
click on a marker part moves the Song Position Pointer to
it for quick navigation, and a double-click opens a text
box to let you write more extensive notes.

Folders are a great idea for those who often have loads
of  simultaneous tracks in their songs. You can click and
then drag as many of  them as you like into a new Folder
Track, where they take up the height of  a single track
until you need to work on them. Clicking on a folder ‘+/-’
icon lets you expand its contents to their normal height.
Folders should be great for brass and string sections for
example, or drums and percussion, and give you a much
better overview of  a large arrangement.

Window Sets have been on users’ wish lists for many
years, and let you save the size and position of  every
open window on the screen for instant recall. It really is
now worth taking some time to set up every window
exactly as you want it for recording – with everything
neatly re-sized and aligned – and then save things to a
Window Set. If  you then do the same for mixing, editing,
and so on, you can switch between your various Sets in
an instant. Even though Steinberg still haven’t provided
‘Stay on Top’ options for their mixer panels, I’ve now got
about a dozen carefully tweaked Window Sets that largely
remove the frustration of  disappearing or overlapping
windows.

Inspector Gadget
VST’s Inspector has also been upgraded in line with Mac
v4.0, with more parameters on display, particularly for
Midi tracks. These now have an extended Inspector
section with options for multiple Midi outputs, each of
which gets its own display. This means you can send the
same Midi track data to multiple synths for more complex
sounds, and tweak each one for transpose, velocity, and
the like. Further options let you add user-definable
amounts of  randomness to the position, pitch, velocity,
and length of  Midi notes, along with their dynamics.

You can now have far longer Track and Part names of
up to 26 characters (at last!), and there are lots of  new
track column options to display parameters such as
Volume, Pan, and Transpose, which previously only
appeared in the Inspector for the currently selected track.
You can hide or display 20 track columns in all, as well as
re-ordering them and changing their width, and you can
save multiple Track Views for instant recall.

Midi patches can now be chosen by name rather than
by anonymous program change number. Patchnames are
available by clicking on either the Inspector Patchname
box or in the Patchname track column, and either use
names gleaned directly from SoundFonts and VST Instru-
ments, or set things up using the Studio Module or new
Patch Name Scripts. Ready-to-use name banks for 77
popular instruments are supplied in this script format for
instant use, as well as details on how to write your own.

Editing
For those who have spent countless hours automating
their VST mixes without the possibility of  any subsequent

editing (except by grabbing the moving controls and
forcing them elsewhere), the new Controller Editor is a
dream come true. You can now click on either the Audio
Mix or Track Mix tracks to edit automation data. Multiple
parameters can be selected for simultaneously viewing,
while a pencil, compass, and eraser are provided to
amend existing data or draw in new values. The same
editor can also be used on Midi tracks to view multiple
controller data, which certainly makes creating realistic
Midi parts easier.

Various new tools are available. On the Arrange page
you’ll find the Range Selection tool which was first seen in
Mac v4.0, and this lets you grab any section of  a song
across multiple tracks while totally ignoring the part
boundaries. This makes copying and moving sections so
much easier than before – when to perform the equivalent
operation you had to temporarily make global cuts across
the start and end positions, and then glue them back
together again afterwards.

New Pan, Transpose, and Volume tools are available,
along with a further two tools to apply Logical or Groove
presets, and all can be used on individual Parts. Both the
Logical and Groove Editors have been improved by
having unlimited presets which can be loaded and saved
into hard disk folders and then made globally available to
any song. (This means it’s finally worth taking the trouble
to assemble lots of  them in one place.) Steinberg also
provide two sets of  ten logical presets, as well as a total
of  150 grooves to get you started. The new Groove
Control window also makes it easier to perfect your quan-
tising – set up a loop, choose a groove preset and
quantise value, and you can then listen to the loop in real
time while altering the amount of  timing, velocity, and
duration changes with three sliders.

Mixing With The Best
The Channel Mixer panel has been tweaked. For
example, there’s new peak-hold metering and the option
of  showing the main Master section at the right hand end.
Meanwhile, the Master section itself  now features dither
options, so you can work in 24-bit (or 32-bit in VST/32)
when recording and mixing, and then dither down to 16-
bit when mastering. The dither section from Wavelab has
been added to VST and Score, while Apogee UV22
dithering is available in VST/32. When mastering, files
can now be exported in WAV, AIFF, RealAudio and MP3
formats (the last two being ideal for Internet streaming
purposes), while you can now import WAV, AIFF, and
MP3 files, (the latter being decoded automatically into
WAV format and placed in the Audio Pool for use).

Midi tracks now have their own dedicated Midi Track
Mixer panel which provides a subset of  the audio channel
mixer facilities, with fader, pan control, mute and solo
buttons, along with full read/write automation using
standard Midi controllers. Each mixer channel also has an
arrow icon which opens an extended panel with a
selection of  options for GS and XG users – such as effect
sends, attack and release times, and filter settings. You
can also automate these controls, as well as editing their
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movements later on, if  required, from the Track Mix track.
However, it’s in the individual Channel Settings

window where the most changes have been made. This
now incorporates the controls for Insert effects
alongside the main Send effects (which saves launching
a separate panel), and also features a new common
panel down its left hand side, identical to the one seen
in the overall Channel Mixer. For most users though, the
new four-band parametric EQ section will be what
catches the eye. Using new and better-sounding algo-
rithms, the EQ features a graphic frequency response
display that lets you click and drag each band to ‘draw’ a
suitable response.

The Dynamics section is unchanged, although one of
the new bundled plug-ins is a free-standing version of  this
that can be used with Groups and VST Instruments.
There are fourteen new plug-ins in all, including a new
reverb (and an extra Reverb32 for the VST/32 version),
new Chorus and Distortion effects to replace the old
Chorus and Fuzzbox, and a selection of  completely new
effects such as Chopper (a combined Autopan/Tremolo),

Metalizer2 (bandpass filter with tempo-synced LFO
control of  frequency), and Symphonic, which features
stereo enhancement, autopan, and chorus/flanger. All
feature a new-look interface with interactive graphic
waveform displays – even the generic one-knob interface
previously used for simple plug-ins has been replaced by
much friendlier multiple slider controls and re-sizeable
window.

Studio Sans Frontiers
For those interested in collaborating with other musicians
via the Internet, Rocket Power is now built in. If  you
install the optional Rocket Network software you can then
lease virtual ‘studio space’ on the Internet to swap your
audio and Midi song data with other password-holding
musicians around the world. These ‘virtual on-line
studios’ certainly sound more suitable for the professional
than the real-time Internet jamming seen a year or two
ago, but even with optional data compression it would still
be an expensive proposition for those who are charged by
the minute when on-line.

However, another option is to use the new Universal
Sound Module – a GM VST Instrument with access to
sounds stored in an 80MB sound bank. If  you use these
sounds in your songs, only the bandwidth-frugal Midi data
needs to be uploaded, and all the musicians involved in
the project can share this common set of  sounds. Sadly,
the sounds are fairly uninspiring considering their
combined size, although an improved set could easily be
included in a future update.

Taking The Plunge
Overall, Cubase 5.0 is a huge improvement on its
forebears, and should keep most PC-based studios happy
for a long time to come. Although a new dongle is
needed to upgrade, moving from older versions to 5.0 is
still relatively easy, and you can leave your older version
intact, if  you wish, while you get used to the new features.

A huge amount of  work has gone into Cubase 5.0, and
it shows. A few small bugs have inevitably sneaked past
the Beta testers, but it’s remarkably stable for such a
major rewrite, and I’ve found nothing that caused me any
serious worries. Having finally incorporated all of  the
Mac v4.0 features into the PC version and taken it
another stage further, Steinberg are now due to release
v5.0 for the Mac, and are henceforth hoping to keep both
platforms in sync. Just make sure you have at least a few
days to spare before you upgrade, because it’ll easily take
that long to try out all the new features!

As my editor wouldn’t agree to me hogging the whole issue to write about
every new feature included in Cubase 5.0, there are loads I’d like to
mention but simply don’t have the space to cover in detail. Here are some
of them:
•Over 300 new scoring features in Cubase VST Score  and
VST/32.
•User-definable toolbar and keyboard shortcuts, so all our
favourite commands are just a click away.
• Multiple takes for Midi recordings made in Add Cycle mode.
•Parts can be dragged and dropped between any VST 
window and the desktop.
•A new Mute tool for individual notes in the Key editor.
•A new Nudge tool in the Drum, Key, List, and Score 
editors to move notes backward or forward by the snap
value.

Additional v5.0 Features
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